
AQ: What values do consciousness have? 

This question can be classified into four categories depending on the type of value:

1. Cognitive Value: Is there a type of cognitive activity that only the possessors of 

consciousness can perform? (e.g. counterfactual reasoning, self-modeling)

2. Epistemic Value: Is there a type of knowledge about the external world that only 

the possessors of consciousness can have? (e.g. demonstrative knowledge)

3. Moral Value: Is there a type of moral status that only the possessors of 

consciousness can have? (e.g. irreplaceability, sentience) 

4. Aesthetic Value: Is there a type of aesthetic value that only the possessors of 

consciousness can have?

There are a few possible approaches to these questions:

I. Imagining: to imagine what happens if we lose consciousness

II. Theoretical Deduction: to derive a consequence about values from a theory

III. Intuitions : to form relevant intuitive judgements (moral and aesthetic values)

OQ: How is consciousness located in the physical world?

This question can be divided into two distinct categories: 

1. Mind-Body Question: What relation holds between consciousness and the 

physical world (in particular our brain)?

2. Extension Question: What (who) have consciousness? In other words, How is 

consciousness distributed to the physical world?

There are two approaches to Mind-Body Question.

I. Correlation Detection: to examine whether (a phenomenological feature of) 

consciousness correlates with some physical (neural) feature.  

II. Transcendental Explanation: to explain what consciousness must be given a 

thesis is true (e.g. physicalism, causal closure of physics, zombie-possibility)

There are two approaches to Extension Question.

I. Theoretical Deduction: to derive a consequence about the extension of 

consciousness from a theory of consciousness (e.g. IIT, Biological Naturalism)

II. Commonsense: to ask our commonsense what can have consciousness

There are three standards to evaluate the descriptive characterization:

I. Folk Psychology: Does the concept fit with our commonsensical and intuitive 

thoughts about consciousness?

II. Scientific Productivity:  Is investigating the thing that the concept picks out 

scientifically productive?

III. Philosophical Interest: Is investigating the thing that the concept picks out 

philosophically interesting?
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The aim of this research is to present a systematic list of questions about consciousness and (possible) approaches to them.

There are fundamental and perplexed disputes over consciousness. One instance is illusionism vs realism. Illusionists claim that there is no phenomenal consciousness; realists

claim that it is ridiculous to deny+ its existence. Another instance is pessimism vs optimism. Pessimists claim that scientific research of consciousness can, at best, specify the

correlation between (the contents of) consciousness and neural states/activities and thus cannot reveal the nature of consciousness. In contrast, optimists claim that scientific

methods have the potential to uncover the nature of consciousness beyond NCC research paradigm. In order to disentangle such perplexed disputes and see where the fundamental

disagreements consist in, it is helpful to have a systematic map of questions about consciousness and (possible) approaches to them. The map helps us to identify in what point we

disagree and how our research interests are different and related.

Introduction

2. Phenomenological Question

The list of Questions about Consciousness

4. Ontological Question1. Conceptual Question

The debate between illusionism and realism is in the level of Conceptual Question.

Illusionists: The concept of consciousness based on epistemic and/or phenomenal

characterizations does not pick out anything existing! Scientifically unproductive!

Realists: The ostensive characterization necessarily picks out something that exists.

The “this” is here! It is philosophically interesting to explore the “this”.

The debate consists in whether the ostensive characterization works.

Discussion

• Science can address Mind-Body Question by Correlation Detection.

The NCC research project can, in principle, cover not only the contents but also 

the structures and dimensions of consciousness. Many scientific theories of 

consciousness, such as GW theory, are included in this research project.  

• Science can address Axiological Question on an ontological assumption.

Assuming that consciousness is identical to (or grounded in) certain neural 

properties, we can scientifically explore the values of the very neural properties.  

• We can disentangle the debates between pessimism and optimism by 

clarifying what question and approach each side accepts and denies.

One case: Optimists think that science can adequately address Mind-Body 

Question by Correlation Detection of all kinds of phenomenological features; 

pessimists think that science does not help with Transcendental Explanation. In 

this case, the disagreement consists in how to approach Mind-Body Question.

Another case: Optimists adopt illusionism, claiming that the concept of 

consciousness must be functional and science can discover the neural basis of 

functions. Pessimists claim that what the ostensive characterization picks out is 

too elusive. In this case, the disagreement is in the level of Conceptual Question. 

3. Epistemological Question

EQ: How do we know about consciousness?

This question can be divided into the two distinct cases:

1. One’s Own Case: How do we know about our own consciousness?

2. Others’ Case: How do we know about others’ consciousness? 

There are two approaches to these questions:

I. Theoretical Approach

• To describe how we acquire knowledge about consciousness (both cases) 

• To specify the relation between knowledge about consciousness and 

knowledge about the external world (both cases)

• To specify the relation between the neural basis of consciousness and the 

(higher-order) monitoring neural system (our own case)      

II. Practical Approach (how can we know better?)

• To design the training method of introspection (both cases)

• To design the method of phenomenological interview (others’ case)

Practical Approach can give a better method to address Phenomenological Question.

PQ: What phenomenological features does consciousness have?

There are three categories of the phenomenological features:

1. Content (variable features like color, shape, direction, movement, taste, feel…)

2. Structure (invariable features like unity, figure-ground structure, continuity…)

3. Dimension (perceptual, cognitive, conative, imaginative… )

There are two ways to describe the phenomenological features of  consciousness:

I. Introspection: to describe and categorize the contents, structures and 

dimensions of our own consciousness through introspecting it.

II. Observational Inference: to infer what contents, structures and dimensions 

others’ consciousness have by observing and analyzing their behaviors and 

reports.

CQ: How should we characterize the concept of consciousness? 

There are two distinct ways to characterize the concept of consciousness:

1. Ostensive characterization: When I am awake, I have “this”, I lack the “this”

when I am sleeping without dreaming. What the “this” picks out is consciousness.

2. Descriptive characterization: Consciousness is what satisfies (1) functional

(reportable, cognitive accessible), (2) epistemic (infallible, subjective) and/or (3)

phenomenal (what-it-is-like, qualitative) descriptions.

5. Axiological Question


